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RCS CARTED RAKESTONUTTI: RCS CARTED RAKES

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Wheels

Wheel diameter

Tractor horsepower

Hitch

Maximum raking width

Windrow width

Weight

Transport width

Appropriate working speed

Minimum hydraulic requirements

Hitch jack

Tires

10

55’’ (140 cm)

20 Hp (15 kW)

Clevis

22’ (660 cm)

3’- 6’ (90 - 180 cm)

1,174 lb. (534 kg)

10’4’’ (320 cm)

14 mph (22 kmh)

1,000 psi (68.95 bar)

Standard

185/65 - 14

12

55’’ (140 cm)

25 Hp (19 kW)

Clevis

24’4’’ (730 cm)

3’- 6’ (90 - 180 cm)

1,386 lb. (629 kg)

11’4’’ (340 cm)

14 mph (22 kmh)

1,000 psi (68.95 bar)

Standard

185/65 - 14

RCS 8 RCS 10 RCS 12

8

55’’ (140 cm)

20 Hp (15 kW)

Clevis

19’8’’ (590 cm)

3’- 5’ (90 - 150 cm)

1,038 lb. (472 kg)

10’ (300 cm)

14 mph (22 kmh)

1,000 psi (68.95 bar)

Standard

185/65 - 14

OPTIONAL

Center kicker wheel

Kit blocking one rake

Wind shields

TONUTTI reserves the right to make changes or add improvements
at any time without notice. The information contained herein is
general in nature and is not intended for specific application
purposes.
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RCS CARTED RAKES SPECIFICATIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF RCS CARTED RAKES

TONUTTI RCS-CARTED RAKES are
available in 8-, 10-, and 12- wheel
models.
These high quality and durable rakes
are easily adaptable to  your crop
conditions.
Their wide cart and low center of
gravity ensure a stable and secure
operation even on inclines and in hilly
areas.

Two rake wheels are independently
mounted together on one pivoting arm
to follow ground contours.
Finger wheels with specially shaped
tines made of flexible steel gently rake

the crop to produce a consistent and
fluffy windrow suitable to form an even
and compact bale.

The RCS rakes come with one single
acting hydraulic cylinder to raise the
rakes on-the-go right from the tractor
cab. When needed, either side can be
locked in transport position to rake only
with one side. (optional kit)

The RCS carted rakes can be set-up
and fine-tuned to your crop conditions
like almost no other rake on the market:
Additional turnbuckles allow a perfect
fine-tuning of the windrow width.

By regulating the turnbuckles differently
on each side, the windrow can be off-
set either to the left or to the right. In this
way two windrows can be easily raked
together.

A shock-absorbing spring under each
pivoting head controls the right ground
pressure when working in rough or
uneven terrain.

1. A shock-absorber to provide smooth performance
even on rough and uneven terrain.

2. Cylinder stop mechanism to ensure safety on the road.

3. Turnbuckles on each side to easily fine tune the
windrow width in a few seconds on the field.
Turnbuckles can be adjusted to off-set windrows to
one or the other side, which makes it easy to rake two
windrows together.

4. A turnbuckle is positioned on each side of the rake and
allows to perfectly set the rake wheel pressure on the
ground.

5. Two rake wheels are independently mounted together
on one pivoting arm to follow ground contours.

6. One single acting hydraulic cylinder to raise rake side
frames on-the-go from the tractor cab.
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OPTIONS

7. Optional: Center Kicker Wheel to turn the center of the
windrow by half turn to fluff up crop, increase dry-down
and to prevent the need to run your baler pickup in the
ground.
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